Meet the constant demand for supply chain talent.

Supply chains – and the professionals who lead them – are essential to improving customer service, reducing operating costs and achieving a sustainable competitive advantage. TCU Neeley’s Master of Science in Supply Chain Management provides you with the knowledge, skills and experiences to do that and more for your company.

MS in Supply Chain Management

30 Credit Hours
Evening Format
Complete in 16-24 Months
Start in Fall or Spring

• 9 hours of core courses
• 21 hours of supply chain electives – your choice

Certificate in Supply Chain Management

9 Credit Hours
Evening Format
Complete in 6-8 Months
Start in Fall or Spring

• 1.5 hours of supply chain concepts
• 7.5 hours of supply chain electives

Our certificate can be used as a bridge to the MS in Supply Chain Management. The 9 hours completed for the certificate can be applied toward the degree program.

Global Supply Chain Experience

Graduate Supply Chain Program in the U.S.
#2 Software Advice

Graduate Supply Chain Program in North America
TOP 20 Gartner

supplychain@tcu.edu
TCU Center for Supply Chain Innovation is Globally Connected

A nationally recognized premier source of talent and thought leadership, the center is shaping the future of supply chain. We bring together our students with renowned faculty and business experts to develop and promote innovative, end-to-end supply chain practices. Our corporate partners include industry leaders from across the globe.

Comprehensive
Guided by world-renowned faculty with years of supply chain experience, you will learn to lead integrated end-to-end supply chain operations, drive innovation and value, and deliver business success.

Flexible
Evening classes allow you to stay fully engaged in your career. Complete the degree in as little as 16 months or opt for a slower pace to accommodate your busy schedule.

Personalized
Whether you are a seasoned veteran or new to the field, the TCU MS in Supply Chain Management allows you to select courses to fit your needs and increase your marketability.